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Video Game Responsibly!  
Variety For Hard Core Gamer Choices

Las Vegas, 07.06.2017, 03:24 Time

USPA NEWS - Video Games have become a favorite source of learning and entertainment for family fun, including children from two
years old and up. Google Play Store offers the variety and age appropriate games that parents can easily afford.

Video games use technology from Silicon Valley. Tech that was impossible in the past, is not the future, but here and now. The drama
is more sensational and the levels are as challenging and frustrating as they have ever been.

More people are investing in video games to relax, take a break, and more than that -- to educate oneself about future trends. Kids can
train for office, politics, theater, and coping skills in the world and the workplace through video games. Games are giving people an
identity and online presence they may not have in the real world. Since self esteem is a common issue, games fill this need.

Parents need to talk to kids or be there to help youth to cope with their emotions and reactions during heavy action and violent
interactions. Games make an impression, and influence kids in ways parents cannot do. Children sometimes need parents to interpret
what is being presented to them. Even though the industry will continue to increase video game target marketing with appealing
products, they must not be a substitute for a parent. Sales are good! Game developers have their own problems to solve when it
comes to life, emotions, money and the marketplace.  
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